Quick-Lock™ Series

Model QL-175-SPECS

QL-175 is adaptable to either Hook mounted forks or Pin style forks.

The QL-175 has adaptable plates to fit on class 2, class 3, class 4, class 5 forklifts and tele-handlers 2,000 lb. to 17,500 lbs.

Note: Standard system will have the class 4 adapter plate included. Note: Class 4 plate can be substituted.

Note: Adapter plate for tele-handler will have the 6,000 lb. bushings included. (Optional bushings are available to fit up to 17,500 lb. tele-handlers.)

**QL-175 system includes**: One Boom, one stand, one class 4 adapter plate.

Manual pin vertical adjustment is 75 inches tall to 123 inches at 12 inch increments.

Horizontal adjustment is 54 inches to 72 inches at 6 inch increments. Boom adjusts out to 102 inches with the optional 30” Maximum Head Clearance/ Horizontal Stinger Extension. Boom adjusts out to 126” with the optional 54” Maximum Head Clearance/Horizontal Stinger Extension. **Boom in stand is 6’ 9” Tall.**

Both hydraulic and manual pin models are available. **Note**: Hydraulic cylinder is vertical only and has the same total height adjustment as the manual pin model.

**Optional**—Adapter plates for the QL-175 are Class 2 adapter plate, Class 3 adapter plate, Class 4 adapter plate, Class 5 adapter plate and the Tele-handler adapter plate.

**Optional**—Combination Maximum Head Clearance/ Horizontal Stinger Extension are 30 inches with adjustments at 6 inch increments with a total horizontal reach of 102”. The 54” extension has a total horizontal reach of 126”. (Extension not shown in picture—See accessories.)